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A mix of classical ‘operatic’ daylight and ‘Viking’ flower art - thought-
ful moments that flower forever.

Barney Edwards-a legendary English Romantic photographer & Jens 
Jakobsen - a leading Danish florist - decided to mix their art forms. 
This book is the thought provoking result.

Seeds grow flowers - flowers grow ideas - ideas grow better worlds.

A place without books is like a body without a soul.
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White  Space

Flowers are the graphics of the natural world - showing how well we are 
loved by the Gods. 



 A Prayer.

 An elegant bloom is one of nature’s prettiest prayers.



Into Light.

Flowers turn toward the sun - sensing the breath of life up0n their faces.



White Illuminati.

Flowers are peaceful - they bear no grudges and make no judgements.



Symphony

Flowers are like musical notes - they feed the soul. 



Indigo

 A bouquet is the gift of fragrance in the hands of the bride.



Altar to Floris

At once both astonishing and complex - flowers are allegories of love. 



Lilac  Microcosm

A beautiful blossom is a meditation upon life itself.



Dream Dreams.

The fruits of the earth nourish man’s body whilst flowers nourish his heart 
and soul.



The gift of love.

Flowers are life’s song passed on to those we love.



Oceanic roses.

There is a place where the sea washes the stones - the sun caresses the flow-
ers and the dreams of the world are an infinity held in a blossom at day 
break.



Choclatier

Chocolate and flowers - the classic seduction of our senses.



Radio Sunflower.

 As with our thoughts to-days seeds are the songs of tomorrow. 



Homage  to   “Barry Lyndon.”

Flowers are a sign of how precious our planet is and how respectful we 
should be towards its wonders.



Seeds of Life. 

Dreams of love are as delicate and precious as the scent of the flowers.



Heaven Scent.

When you have only two pennies left in the world - buy a loaf of bread with 
one - and a lily with the other ~ Old Chinese Proverb.



Celestial Trumpets. 

Temple bells are echo’s of flowers dancing in life giving rain.



Sweet soul music.

Flowers. The silent symphony.
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Floral Physics

Flowers are beauty with no ego.
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The rule of 3.

A vase of flowers holds infinity.
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 Ascension of petals.

Flowers manifest civilisation.
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Tunnel of love.

 The world is in a flower and it never asks why?
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 Ivory classic.

A world without flowers would be like a garden without water.
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Dark into light.

Thank God for the flowers.
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Jens Jakobson Floral Constructions are celebra-
tions of happiness and sophistication.

Dreams of a wedding bouquet or a corporate mo-
tif composed as if part of a symphony. Unique vi-
sions created with you the audience in mind.

'Flowers are a never ending story - filled with emo-
tion - joy and happiness - for flowers are an or-
chestration of life itself. All of life's complexity re-
sides in the beauty of a bloom.

Flowers focus us on precious moments in our 
lives.

Making life itself more precious.

Flowers inspire life -  love - and most of all hope.'

~ Jens Jakobsen.



Glossary

White Illuminati 

Illuminati - or  ‘enlightened’ - Is the name given to super secret societies  - first 
noted as ‘The Bavarian Illuminati’ created by Jesuit educated Adam Weitshaupts in 
1776 supported by the intelligentsia like Goethe.

Homage to ‘Barry Lyndon.’

‘Barry Lyndon’ - Is a 1975 period film directed by Stanley Kubrick - often rated as 
‘the one of the best films of all time.’

Oscar winning  ( * for this film) - Lighting Camera man John Alcott shot scenes lit just 
with candles. Shooting with a specially prepared Carl Zeiss 50mm F- 0.7. lenses. 

The film was shot with the lowest F- Stop in the history of the cinema - as Kubrick in-
sisted on recreating ‘ the lighting of the past’ on film. Recreating the mysterious quali-
ties of the pre electric age at night - time. Lit solely by candle - light. 

* Most of the pictures in 
this book were made with incredibly low f-stops - natural light    and candle light.

Barney Edwards Logo - The Olympus ad opposite is a page from Leurzer’s Archive

The B+ W image was shot for an ad considered to be one of the most successful B+W 
Press ads in the history of UK Advertising.

Shot by Barney Edwards.
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Scented Pearl Bouquet 
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Published by Apple Noir-Image.

Copyright © Barney Edwards @ Noir-Image 

The moral right of the author has been asserted

All rights reserved

Without limiting the rights under copyright reserved above, no part of this publication may be produced, stored in or introduced into a retrieval sys-
tem, or transmitted in any form or by any means electronic, mechanical, photocopying, recording or otherwise, without the prior written permission 
of both the copyright owner and the above publisher of this book.

 

Soft Back Pocket Print Edition Available on order for £14.99 - Printed in USA by Apple

Shipping 10 working working days

Shipping cost to be advised

To place your order please email: barneyedwards@me.com
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Barney Edwards is a legendary English visual romantic.

An award winning Photographer and Film Maker.
A masterful story teller recently described on FaceBook as 
'one of the best lens men on the planet.'

The day Jens and Barney began to discuss a book about the 
meaning of flowers - they didn't realise it but they were 
beginning to discuss the meaning of life itself - which is the 
actual subject of this book. 

'Flowers are keys to doorways in perception that encourage 
us to take journeys into magical worlds as mysterious as 
'Alice's Wonderland.’

In Vedic culture there is something called a 'yantra' 
- a graphic image representing a thought.
If you remember the image you remember the words and 
vice versa.
Adding lasting resonance to the thought.

~ BARNEY EDWARDS. 

 
“Floral Constructions”  copyright reserved noir-image © 2012

So pick a flower - choose an image from the book and let 
us produce a lifestyle decór art print to complement your 
space.

To purchase large scale W: 20 x H: 16 inches
framed and signed Gliclée Archival Art Decór Prints 
of the images in this book contact: 
Barney Edwards at : barneyedwards@me.com

Price: £160 - Shipping to be advised.


